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KB-1292      Process for removing an Aveksa Hotfix 

 
The only currently approved and supported method for ‘removing’ an applied Hotfix is to restore from 
backup.  Before any Hotfix is applied, a current backup of database and site specific modifications should 
be created and stored (backed-up) in a non ACM application location. 
 
Aveksa Hotfixes for ACM version 3.6.2+ are cumulative which means that they can be applied without having 
to apply any previous Hotfixes for that version.  Hotfixes for ACM versions prior to 3.6.2 MUST be applied in 
sequential specific order (refer to the release notes for the specific Hotfix, or contact Aveksa Technical 
Support if you have any questions about this order). 
 
Once applied, there is no internal mechanism for ‘rolling’ back the current Hotfix on that system prior to its 
application.  
 
The following is needed to restore from backup:   
 

1) Current full backup of database (made before the current hotfix was applied)  
2) Copy of Current ACM Application software (usually available on the appliance in 
/tmp/aveksa/packages, or available from the Aveksa FTP site  
3) Copy of any site specific server or application customizations which may need to be re-applied 
after restore from backup 

 

Process: 
 
It is strongly recommended that Hotfixes and their possible removal are tested on a non-production system before 
being implemented in a production environment. 

 
1)   Ensure that a current valid full backup (export) of the Aveksa Database exists and is accessible.  This backup 

should have been made just BEFORE applying the current Hotfix in question.  For 3.6.2+, this is commonly done 

using the ACM script /home/oracle/database/DBA/AVDB/scripts/AVDB_Export_AVUSER.sh.  By default, this 

creates an Oracle export/import file in /home/oracle/AveksaExportImportDir 

 

2)   Ensure that a backup of Site (Customer) specific customizations exists or are referenceble.   This backup should 

have been made just BEFORE applying the current Hotfix in question.   Ensuring that these customizations are 

‘backed-up’ varies from site to site, and depends on which files are modified.    A simple file copy (UNIX ‘cp’ cmd) 

may be enough, as long as the ‘copy’ is NOT created in the default ACM Application  home directory  or sub-

directories (/home/oracle), nor in the default Tomcat server directory or sub-directories (/usr/bin/tomcat..).  Note 

that the /tmp directory is typically NOT considered as a permanent backup storage location.  

 

3)   Re-install the current release of ACM software 

 

4)   Re-apply the PRIOR Hotfix version that was installed and in use before the current Hotfix application 
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5)   Import the backup database made PRIOR to the current Hotfix application.  For 3.6.2+, this is commonly done 

using the ACM script   /home/oracle/database/DBA/AVDB/scripts/AVDB_Import_AVUSER.sh.   By default, the 

Oracle Export/Import file should be located in /home/oracle/AveksaExportImportDir 

 

6)   Re-apply any site specific customizations 

 

Definitions: 
 
Note: For conventions sake, the following terms are referenced 
 
Current release of ACM – The version of ACM currently installed and running on the appliance   

- for example ACM V3.6.3   
(This version can be found by clicking on the Aveksa logo from the ACM UI) 

 
Prior Hotfix:  The ACM version that was running before the application of hotfix that is going to be removed  

- for example  ACM V3.6.3-HF07  
(This version can be found by clicking on the Aveksa logo from the ACM UI  before the current hotfix 
was applied) 

 
Current Hotfix:  The hotfix version that is going to be removed  

– for example  ACM V3.6.3-HF09 
(This version can be found by clicking on the Aveksa logo from the ACM UI) 

 
ACM application directory location:  Main directory and all sub-directory locations on the appliance where 
ACM application, server and database files are stored and which thus could be overwritten when new 
versions or HotFixes of ACM are installed.   Typically the Oracle ASM partition is not user accessible thus files 
not related to the Oracle database are never stored there, thus it is not referenced in this document. 
 

These include:  /home/oracle/…. 
   /usr/bin/tomcat/… 

    /tmp/aveksa/… 
 
 
Versions of the ACM application and their appropriate Hotfixes can be found on the Aveksa FTP site, 
ftp.aveksa.com, in /ACM/Vn.n.n/packages and /ACM/Vn.n.n/Hotfixes, respectively.   For example, to find 
the latest Hotfix for ACM Version 3.6.3, the directory would be:  /ACM/V3.6.3/Hotfixes.  
 
 
Contact Aveksa Customer Support for ftp login credentials.  Note that the ACM software is located in ‘read’ 
only directories.   

ftp://ftp.aveksa.com/

